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NATURALNESS NECESSITATES GRAVITY



the Standard Model
fully confirmed 

by experiments

quantum field theory of 

the EM, Weak and Strong 

interactions. does not 

include gravity.



the SM continues to hold at  high energies



http://www.mysearch.org.uk/

“quantum trains” can’t 

move on “classical spaces”. 

only “barely-fluctuating 

(effective) trains” can. 

carrying the SM into the 

classical curved spacetime

is inconsistent

carrying the SM into quantized

curved spacetime would be ideal 

but the latter is too distant to 

be of help

carrying the effective SM into 

classical curved spacetime

seems to be a viable option

incorporating gravity into the SM



the SM effective action

the SM effective action at 

“classical” action with 

quantum-corrected 

couplings and masses

around the 

fundamental 

scale of gravity 



the SM effective action

“natural”

“unnatural”
all gauge 

symmetries 

are broken

explicitly !



incalculable 

unknown  

coefficients

the problem remains 

and diversifies !

adding curvature as usual



adding curvature by gauge invariance



gauge symmetries are 

restored at the UV! a way is revealed for 

carrying the SM into 

curved spacetime!

What happened is this: 

is eradicated !

adding curvature by gauge invariance



the SM in curved spacetime must involve:

taking the SM into curved spacetime



the SM effective action in curved spacetime:

the Einstein-Hilbert term

(no power-law UV 

contributions to the 

cosmological constant !)

Higgs-curvature coupling

(no quadratic UV 

contributions to the 

Higgs boson mass !)

the SM Higgs sector is naturalized
(gauge hierarchy problem disappears!)

the SM in curved spacetime



There is a crucial problem:

need to New Physics

the SM spectrum alone leads 

to “repulsive” gravity!

some NP is needed to 

make gravity “attractive”

the NP does not have to 

interact with the SM !



gravity attracts if:
provided that

particle spectrum of the NP



log-naturalness constraints on the NP



The eventual setup is both UV-natural and log-natural:

natural setup

possible to reinterpret within  Dim. 

Reg. by making the identification

in momentum space of dimension                   

and  volume



inflation

An SU(2) gauge field in the NP leads to successful inflation:

a matter of Sheikh-Jabbari & Maleknejad, 2011



the Dark Matter

Singlet fermions in the NP form a distinctive source for cold Dark Matter:

no way to 

interact with  

the SM !

a non-interacting 

DM revealing itself 

only gravitationally?

Peebles & Vilenkin, 1999



the Dark Matter

Direct detection experiments constantly return negative results. The DM might

indeed be non-interacting (ebony matter). 

PANDAX, 2016

LUX, 2016



 unnatural

 broken gauge 

symmetry

 no gravity

 no dark matter

 natural 

 exact gauge 

symmetry  

 gravity

 dark matter

 inflaton

 n-size CC

 new (½, 1) at 

colliders

SM

SM + NP

summary/conclusion



see also:

https://arxiv.org/abs/1510.05570
https://arxiv.org/abs/1510.05570


the talk is based on:

https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.00377
https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.00377


Thank you !  Questions?
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